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and Russia’s Interests1

 
Leonid Karabeshkin 

 
Background of the region 
 
The Baltic-Black Sea Region (BBSR) is a typical example of 

political construction of the region, a region-building project. The 
recent history gives some patterns of implementation of region-
building concept: Baltic Sea Region (BSR), Barents Euroarctic 
(BEAR) or earlier the Nordic Region (Northern countries). The 
attempts to stimulate intraregional cooperation to prepare countries 
for integration into Euroatlantic institutions were as well undertaken 
in Central and Eastern Europe. Here the Visegrad Group deserves to 
be mentioned. At the same time, some features distinguish BBSR 
from its «predecessors». First, the main difference is that BBSR is a 
clearly state-oriented project, aimed not at making the borders more 
permeable and penetrable, but rather at consolidating them through 

                                                 
1 The paper has been commissioned by the Center for International and 
Regional Politics (CIRP, St.-Petersburg) and prepared by Ass. Prof. Leonid A. 
Karabeshkin, Coordinator of the Baltic Club (St.-Petersburg, Russia) and 
Deputy Dean of the Faculty of International Relations, EuroUniversity (Tallinn, 
Estonia). It is based on the discussions on the issue on the conferences, 
seminars, summer and winter schools, organized by CIRP in 2007-2008. The 
Russian edition was first presented on the CIRP Summer School – 2008 
(Leningrad Oblast, Russia).    
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the eastern perimeter. Second, while the BSR or BEAR region-
building were mostly initiated by the very countries of the region, 
intending to emancipate their role in European politics, overcome 
newly emerged peripheral geopolitical status after the break-up of 
the USSR, among the driving forces of the region-building in BBSR 
the role of external actors is essential, first and foremost the EU and 
USA. Their interests rest far beyond the region. The external actors 
skilfully exploit both the desire of «New Europe» (regional semi-
periphery) to seek for a new niche in European politics to overcome 
geographical remoteness and benefit from «democracy export» in 
terms of image, political and financial dividends, and the interest of 
political elites in the countries of regional periphery (Ukraine, 
Georgia, etc.) to use the region-building project for resolving the 
topical problems – ensuring territorial integrity, attracting foreign 
investment, domestic political competition through decreasing 
influence of Russia in the region. Thus, while the BSR project was 
predominantly sub-regional, aimed at involving inter alia the 
regions of Russia’s North-West, the BBSR is not targeting that, and 
rather tends to restrict participation of Russia in the region-building.  

Alongside with political identity (either original intraregional or 
adopted Euroatlantic), the region-building makes it necessary to 
develop economic, humanitarian and even ideological identity. 
Political identity finds its expression in formation of a number of 
institutional structures, including security sphere. Economic identity 
may emerge as a result of implementation of numerous common 
projects in transport, energy transit, trade and investment. De facto 
one may argue about necessity to create an alternative economic 
vector of economic relationship – North-South, which should 
complement (or counterweight) the historically dominating vector 
East-West. Humanitarian identity of the region-building project 
necessitates increasing density of trans-border contacts, 
development of new diameters of cultural links, which earlier 
existed either in embryonic level or were «radially» mediated by 
Moscow and some other world metropolises.   
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Institutional landscape 
 
BBSR is in search of the most relevant institutional architecture. 

Nowadays a number of announced initiatives bear evidence of a 
competition of different approaches: under aegis of the EU, with 
participation or under leadership of Russia, intraregional initiatives, 
which are implemented under political (and financial) sponsorship 
of the USA. 

The EU pursues its policies mostly through «soft security» 
mechanisms, like European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP), Black 
Sea Synergy (with a leading role of Bulgaria and Romania), 
Northern Dimension (which recently transformed into joint Russian-
European program) and «Eastern Partnership», recently proposed by 
Poland and Sweden. Having in mind unclear perspective of 
prospective EU enlargement, the EU is making emphasis on 
harmonization of legislation and establishing the Free Trade Zone, 
improving governance, as well as cooperation in internal security 
targeting at gradual introduction of visa free regime. The EU stands 
for enhancing already existing cooperation formats without 
establishing new ones, basing on the principle of differentiation of 
partners according to their success in implementation of bilateral 
cooperation/partnership agreements. Besides, the EU pretends to 
play more active role in resolving the «frozen» conflicts on the post-
Soviet space, though currently it continues to be in the wake of 
American policy on the issue. The Polish-Swedish initiative of 
«Eastern Partnership» presented in May and approved by the 
European Council in June 2008 additionally articulates the need to 
strengthen both bilateral contacts between the countries of BBSR 
and the EU, and intraregional integration. Though the initiative does 
not outline the future prospects of EU enlargement as well as 
implicitly enhance Polish claims for regional leadership, it was 
positively met in the countries of the region. 

Alongside with the CIS, which finally has become a useful, but 
ineffective tool of political consultation of the post-Soviet countries, 
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Common State of Russia and Belarus and Eurasian Economic 
Community, which binds only Belarus, Russia offered the format of 
the Common Economic Space for the largest and the most integrated 
economies of the former USSR – Russia, Ukraine, Belarus and 
Kazakhstan. But after the Orange Revolution in Ukraine 
development of the project was factually suspended, because it 
seems to be insufficiently attractive for Ukrainian political (as well 
as business) elite and not compatible with the priority target of 
obtaining membership in the EU. The format of «Caucasian 
Quartet» (Russia, Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan) as well de 
facto ceased to exist. Conclusively, currently Russia is unable to 
offer an attractive regional integration model, which would include 
maximally wide range of BSSR countries, at least from amongst the 
members of CIS. 

In this situation the greater attention should be paid to 
revitalization of activities in framework of pan-regional, factually 
Russian-European bodies like Council of the Baltic Sea States 
(CBSS), Northern Dimension initiative and Organization of the 
Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC). The task of 
intensification of Russia’s participation in these organizations has 
been formulated by the leadership of the state. On the recent BSEC 
summit in Istanbul Russia was represented on the highest political 
level. The priority goals of BSEC include implementation of the 
concrete infrastructural projects – road and electric grid rings around 
the Black Sea. The effectiveness of BSEC is limited by shortage of 
resources and varying priorities of the member countries, which 
incorporates the countries lying far beyond the Black Sea area (for 
instance, in 2008 the organization was chaired by Albania). Russia 
is cautious about transformation of the organization into EU’s 
policies instrument. The evidence of that is non-signing of the 
ministerial declaration according to the results of meeting in 
February 2008 (Kiev). However, it may happen that BSEC role 
could grow up as a ground for interests accommodation among the 
leading regional actors as a kind of «compensatory offer» to Russia 
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for decreasing its influence in the region. More positively the 
cooperation is developing in northern part of BSSR – in framework 
of CBSS and Northern Dimension (ND). Russia is eager to 
contribute more financially into joint projects of ND, which is 
currently considered as a common initiative of Russia, EU, Norway 
and Iceland. At the same time, the agenda of ND is of applied 
(though actual) character where environmental and social issues are 
prevailing. CBSS is often evaluated as non-transparent organization 
with unclear activities. Currently it is seeking for clear agenda and 
optimal structure, concentrating on the issues of common interests 
(economic cooperation, environment, energy, education) and 
avoiding the conflict issues (human rights). 

The greatest anxiety in Russia is caused by some intraregional 
cooperation formats, where the USA plays a role of a meaningful 
driving force. Among them can be enumerated GUAM (Georgia, 
Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Moldova), «Community of Democratic 
Choice» as well as prospective NATO enlargement eastwards, 
having in mind Ukraine and Georgia (but not excluding Azerbaijan). 
GUAM, which got an additional title of the Organization for 
Democracy and Economic Development, is the oldest alternative 
integrationist grouping on the post-Soviet space, which emerged in 
the period of maximal weakening of Russia’s influence in world 
politics a decade ago. But the claims of some states for regional 
leadership and the attempts to allot GU(U)AM the functions of a 
military and political block on anti-Russian basis not to a full extent 
corresponded to the interests of some members, resulting in 
cancelling Uzbekistan’s membership and certain disappointment on 
behalf of Moldova and Azerbaijan, which consider GUAM as an 
instrument of resolving the problem of «frozen conflicts» (the 
cementing factor, uniting all the member states) and economic 
development, rather than confrontation with Russia. Reanimation of 
the organization coincided with growing activism of the USA on the 
post-Soviet space. The cooperation of GUAM – USA was enhanced 
by the Framework Program (2002), which is devoted to trade and 
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transit promotion, facilitating border and custom control, fighting 
terrorism, organized trans-border crime and drug trafficking. The 
EU as well tends to play more active role beyond the soft security 
agenda, in particular, in resolving the «frozen conflicts», as well as 
to use the grouping for pursuing alternative transit routes for carbons 
from the Caspian region. Financial support of GUAM from Brussels 
is increasing.  GUAM is getting to obtain a new function in context 
of materializing perspective of Euroatlantic integration for some 
countries of the region. This is remarkable that a number of recent 
summits were visited by leaders of Poland and Lithuania which try 
to play a role of mentors of further NATO enlargement, enjoying a 
political support from USA. 

The changed domestic political situation after the «colour 
revolutions» in Georgia and Ukraine and growing global 
competition for energy resources predefined foreign policy 
concentration of the regional states on strengthening «democratic 
values» and enhancing «energy security». This trend coincided with 
escalating competition between Russia and USA (and some other 
actors) on the post-Soviet space, revitalization of deterrence line in 
American foreign policy in relation to gradually recovering from 
economic decline and political fragmentation Russia. With account 
of the limited political and economic resources of GUAM, 
conditioning its low readiness to participate in large-scale 
geopolitical projects, it was natural to expect the attempts to expand 
a geographical status of the region from Baltic-Black Sea to 
Caspian.  By initiative of Georgia and Ukraine with support of the 
USA the new organization was established – «Community of 
Democratic Choice», which included both some countries of CIS 
and of «New Europe». Having in mind that Russia was offered a 
status of an observer only, one may conclude that this is the first 
institutional structure, encircling entire «political BBSR» and 
excluding Russia. 

To sum up, currently an institutional landscape of the region can 
be described in the following way. Russia’s integration initiatives 
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have not found a positive response in the region, also they were not 
effective and comprehensive (included only CIS area). The only 
military and political Russia’s ally in the region – Belarus will find 
itself under increasing pressure of «homogenization» of political and 
economic space by Euroatlantic model. Such organizations with 
Russia’s participation as CBSS and BSEC play a role of discussion 
forums rather than agenda-setting institutions. The EU develops a 
number of regional initiatives in framework of ENP, aimed at 
dissemination of its norms and standards in political and economic 
spheres in the region of transit periphery. The very countries of 
BBSR (mostly present or potential transit countries for energy 
resources) are interested in political emancipation and practical 
economic dividends. The interests of transit countries vary from 
those ones of suppliers (first and foremost, Russia) and consumers 
(mostly, countries of «old Europe»). Own resources of the region 
are limited, though they tend to increase. That is why the 
development of intraregional initiatives is doomed to circumspect 
the role of outstanding player – USA. The interests of the later are 
far from sponsoring prospective Russian-European partnership.  

 
Economic substance of BBSR 
 
Development of economic identity is an indivisible prerequisite 

for sustainability of a region-building project. Nowadays the 
economic identity is expressed marginally. The role of intraregional 
trade is relatively low though having some space for growth. The 
economic specialization of the countries is often similar, 
contributing to competition which is often cannot be smoothed by 
political solidarity.  

The EU enlargement worsened the trade regime in the region, 
because mutual free trade agreements between Ukraine and some 
new members of the EU were cancelled. It led to drop down in 
regional foreign trade turnover. However, one may identify a 
tendency of intensification in intraregional economic and investment 
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cooperation, which is backed by structural crisis of the Baltic 
economies, well functioning financial sector there, relatively high 
(especially in comparison with EU economy) economic growth in 
the post-Soviet states. Ukraine and Belarus are the important 
directions of Baltic and Polish investments. Ukraine’s accession to 
WTO and opening prospects of FTA give an additional impetus for 
development of intraregional economic cooperation. 

The transport infrastructure is a cohesive factor for business 
contacts and density of humanitarian links. Its development has 
obtained a political meaning in interstate relations in the region. 
During the 1990-ies the transport system created in Soviet time kept 
on degrading due to economic decline, split of the traditional 
economic and people-to-people contacts, emergence of numerous 
borders. The contacts among the BBSR countries were «mediated» 
either by Russia or European countries. Nowadays the intraregional 
transport hubs gradually appear. For instance, among the Baltic 
capitals Riga can pretend to play such a role. Still air traffic was the 
most actively developing, while railways play insufficient role in 
intraregional passenger traffic. 

Though in framework of the Trans-European Transport 
Networks (TEN) substantial investment was done into modernizing 
roads, in general the transport system of the region is tuned to work 
by East-West, rather than North-South vector. But a number of pilot 
projects aimed at connecting Baltic and Black seas have been 
launched – for instance, the containership train «Viking» from 
Klaipeda (Lithuania) to Iljichevsk (Ukraine). 

The cooperation in energy transit is the top priority for regional 
economic cooperation. It has been announced about establishing the 
«Caspian-Baltic-Black Sea Energy Transit Space», the decision 
made to start up an avers regime for the oil pipeline Odessa-Brody 
already in 2008 and continue the construction works on the branch 
to Gdansk. Alongside with Poland, the perspective consumer of this 
pipeline could become Lithuania, which is suffering from closing oil 
transit through «Druzhba» pipeline after Mazheikiai Oil Refinery 
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was purchased by Polish PKN «Orlen» company, and even Belarus. 
At the same time, the political statements are not underpinned by 
real oil supply. Simultaneously, the policy of preventing Russian 
capital from penetration into strategic sectors (including energy 
transit) is getting more consistent.  

Despite the competing interests of BBSR countries and differing 
approaches to energy cooperation with Russia, they undertake some 
steps to fasten a basis of coordination and cooperation in transit. The 
key role is played by Ukraine, which launched economically void 
but politically attractive initiative of establishing a Dispatching 
Centre to monitor the parameters of Russian natural gas in the 
transit system of Ukraine. This is remarkable, that it is planned to 
include representatives of GUAM, Poland and the Baltic States. The 
project would be useful for engagement into cooperation, expert 
networking, strengthening political solidarity in the sphere of energy 
transit and confirming a leadership role of Ukraine.  

However, the intention to capitalize energy transit function is 
objectively limited by scarcity of own resources and insufficient 
financial capacity. Besides, the economic feasibility of new 
infrastructural projects are not clear. It this situation their 
implementation is possible under financial and political support of 
out-of-area actors, first of all the USA and EU. 

 
Cultural and ideological identity 
 
Cultural and ideological identity is an important phenomena 

based on perception of belongingness to the region on behalf of 
population as well as mutual predictability and trust of regional 
political elites. Currently this element of regional identity is under 
construction which is strongly affected by the process of national 
identity-building in the countries of BBSR. In general, the following 
common features can be distinguished. First, the myth of ancient 
historic background of the BBSR is developed, where the imperial 
role of Poland and Lithuania in medieval period is used for 
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confirming their claims for regional leadership. Simultaneously, the 
historic role of Russia is presented mostly as a negative and 
regressive factor. 

Second, the «europeanness» of BBSR is emphasized (with a 
broad hint that Russia is not a European state). This is remarkable, 
that it is the elements of Soviet/Russian identity and mentality 
which now by different means tie all these states. The declarative 
negation of this identity could play against the region-building 
project.    

Third, almost in all regional countries the nation-building 
process is going on anti-Russian basis, interpreting the previous 
periods of common state as an occupation. This is inherent not only 
to the Baltic States, but also for Ukraine and Georgia. Russia is 
allotted an image of the country responsible for all tragic moments 
in national histories. Among the most recent examples could be 
mentioned the attempts of Ukrainian leadership to interpret the 
events of 1932-33 («Holodomor») as a genocide of Ukrainian 
people or deportations of 1940-ies from the Baltic States as a 
genocide of these small nations. Such anti-Russian steps have 
multiple targets, such as weakening Russia’s international position 
through putting it into position of the excusing and defending, 
domestic mobilization and power competition as well as attracting 
external attention, discrediting the Soviet past for resolving practical 
issues, like changing public opinion towards membership in NATO. 

Forth, the regional countries (maybe except Belarus) persistently 
try to get out of cultural and linguistic control of Russian language 
by means of decreasing its role in education, media and official 
sphere. Such policy is aimed at restricting the political influence of 
Russia and the region, and simultaneously reinforcement of 
indoctrination instruments available for regional political elites. 
Controversially, such policy can hinder the Baltic-Black Sea 
identity-building, because this is Russian language which serves as a 
regional lingua franca, enhancing humanitarian and economic 
contacts.  
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So, the contemporary seeds of regional identity are built mostly 
on negation and conflict basis, on contradistinction of Europe and 
Russia, European and Russian. There is nothing new in this – 
«othering» and a «meaningful other» have always served as an 
effective factor of identity-building, but in a long-run the positive 
basis of identity, shared values are of utmost importance. The values 
of democracy (in the form of «democratic imperialism»), liberal 
market economy, «europeannes», announced inter alia as an 
opposition to contemporary political developments in Russia, are 
externally adopted and cannot distinguish the regional particularity.   

 
Scenarios for BBSR region-building project 
 
Having an overview the main trends of the region-building 

project in BBSR in institutional, economic, cultural/identity 
spheres, one may try to draw the most relevant scenarios of its 
evolution. The scenario of Russia’s domination in the region is 
unlikely to materialize in the foreseen future. The scenario where 
the region-building project would serve to development of self-
sufficient region with domination of intra-regional actors is 
backed neither by economic resources nor by common identity. 
That’s why the two vectors seem to be possible. They will 
expectedly develop in parallel. The result of their competition to a 
greater extent will depend on factors of external environment. 

First, this is a scenario of the region a «Cooperation 
Interface» between Russia and the European Union. It provides 
for a balanced presence of Russia’s and Europe’s interests in 
political and economic spheres, gradual normalization of Russia’s 
relationships with all the regional countries, formation of the 
inter-crossing institutional structure with participation of Russia, 
Europe and the USA, revitalization of sub-regional and trans-
border cooperation with active participation of Russia’s border 
regions, modernization and development of transport and transit 
infrastructure on mutually beneficial and equal basis, confidence 
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building, non-using anti-Russian rhetoric for domestic and foreign 
policy purposes, equal speed development of cooperation between 
the BBSR countries and Russia with EU in legislation, migration, 
economy, as well as on political level.    

Second, there is a scenario of a «New Europe Transit States 
Union», stipulating a formation of a political axis the Baltic States 
– Poland – Ukraine – Georgia with prospective joining Moldova, 
Belarus and some other countries under active political and 
financial sponsorship of USA. This scenario implies strategy of 
opposing Russia in foreign policy, employing anti-Russian 
rhetoric for domestic mobilization and national identity-building, 
squeezing Russia off the strategic spheres of economy, emerging 
common approach and limited blackmailing of Russia in energy 
transit, development of alternative (not always economically 
justified) transit routes for raising political weight in relations with 
«Old Europe», expansion of Euroatlantic institutions, 
revitalization of anti-Russian lobby in the EU and NATO at the 
expense of BBSR countries.   

Implementation of this scenario would contribute to gradual 
re-orientation of oil/gas transit from Russia to Europe outwards 
BBSR, preserving negative stability in bilateral relations of Russia 
with the most of regional states, perspective introduction of visa-
regime with all countries of the region, decreasing trade turnover 
and investment cooperation between Russia and BBSR, gradual 
weakening of cultural and humanitarian contacts. As a result, the 
role of the region in context of Russian-European relations would 
tend to drop down. 

In extreme variant this scenario assumes upraise of the 
«region-barrier», a belt of pro-American states for geopolitical 
purposes of the USA in Eurasia, using the region as a source of 
permanent low intensity conflict, preventing Russian-European 
rapprochement, ensuring regional stability by means of 
underpinning Russian threat for mobilizing a common interest. It 
may lead to stagnation of Russian-European relations, 
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autarchization of political development in Russia and forced shift 
in Russia’s foreign policy and economic cooperation towards 
Asia. The historic phantoms like fear of a cordon sanitaire 
objectively contribute to exaggerated perception of this scenario 
reality in Russia.    

 
Guidelines for Russia 
 
- Russia is interested in preserving and developing the 

region as an interface of cooperation with the European Union; 
- Russia should refuse from pursuing a reactive policy in the 

region, based mostly on negation of initiatives proposed by other 
actors and not offering its own attractive and supplemented by 
resources projects; 

- It is worthwhile to refuse from frightening rhetoric in 
relation to its regional partners from BSSR, which as rule is not 
supplemented by real influence leverages and only enhance their 
anti-Russian stance; 

- Attempts to play on the field of the Baltic-Black Sea 
region-building is resource-consuming and not promising, because 
Russia would have to follow the rules in which elaboration it did 
not take part. Moreover, it would even more contribute to 
cementing the region; 

- Instead of creating alternative structures, Russia should 
invest its efforts into building a net of initiatives by specific 
interests common for different countries of the region. The most 
successful of these initiatives could be institutionalized in the 
future. Russia is interested in raising role of those organizations 
where it is represented, first of all BSEC and CBSS; 

- Russia needs a realistic engagement strategy stipulating 
implementation of joint economic projects and maintenance of 
direct high-level political dialogue as well as inter-agency and 
expert cooperation; 
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- Politicization of trade relationships can look useful in 
short-term perspective only, while in the long run it contributes to 
re-orientation of trade flows from Russia to other countries, thus 
weakening available leverages of Russia’s economic influence in 
the region and resulting in image losses, enhancing anti-Russian 
basis of regional identity-building; 

- In relationship with the EU Russia should pursue a 
strategy of advanced partnership, which landmarks could be 
soonest introduction of visa-free regime, comprehensive 
harmonization of trade and economic relationships, legislation. 
Probably it will require narrowing the agenda of Russian-
European relation and concentration on elaborating the practical 
road maps with obliging implementation terms; 

- Russia is interested in stimulation of trans-border and sub-
regional contacts of Russia’s region in their relations with BBSR 
countries. It would contribute to development of economic 
cooperation, sustainable contacts between regional elites, raising 
density of humanitarian contacts. Having in mind the well-known 
financial weakness of regional and municipal authorities in the 
most of border regions, the federal centre could consider an 
opportunity of financial assistance; 

- Any conjuncture opportunities should be used for systemic 
normalization with those countries which enjoy a confrontational 
status of bilateral relations with Russia (first and foremost, the 
Baltic States and Poland). Russia is interested in canalizing the 
energy of political class in these countries as well as of their 
business towards mutually beneficial development of relations 
with Russia, thereby balancing their vector on «democracy 
export» to certain post-Soviet states; 

- Russia possesses an effective cultural and educational 
leverage of preserving its influence in the region. Its furthering 
requires creation of a system for students and teachers mobility, 
ensuring access of youth in the region to humanitarian education 
in Russia and well Russian language and culture promotion.  
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On 1st January 2007, with the accession of Bulgaria and 

Romania, the European Union officially entered the Black Sea. 
The EU came to the region not with a single policy, but with 
multiple policies developed toward different categories of Black 
Sea states. These range from accession talks with the longest-
standing accession candidate state (Turkey), the European 
Neighborhood Policy (ENP) (involving Azerbaijan, Armenia, 
Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine), and the four-common-spaces’ 
cooperation format with a would-be strategic partner (Russia). In 
sum, the EU has multiple policy instruments at work since EU’s 
policies towards each category are bilateral and driven by 
different Commission departments.  

Yet, many policy analysts expected the EU to put forward an 
overarching regional framework, in line with the EU’s initiatives 
developed in response to the EU’s previous territorial 

                                                 
∗ Elena Klitsounova (klitsounova@cirp.ru) is Program Director at the Center 
for International and Regional Policy (CIRP), St.Petersburg, Russia. This 
discussion paper was prepared to be presented at the conference “Enhancing the 
security environment in the Wider Black Sea region: challenges and options”, 
St.Petersburg, December 12-13, 2008.   
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enlargement. Several of the EU’s prior policies (the Barcelona 
Process initiated in 1995, the Northern Dimension in 1999, and 
the Balkan Stability Pact in 1999) had been aiming to construct a 
certain regionalism around the EU’s newly extended peripheryi. 
All three took a long time to get on track. After the latest 
enlargement, it took only a few months for the Commission to 
produce and publicize a policy document entitled «Black Sea 
Synergy – a New Regional Initiative».ii This Black Sea Synergy 
paper of April 2007 announced the opening of a new Black Sea 
policy for the EU – the first EU attempt to treat the Black Sea area 
as the region – and listed no less than 13 topics that could be the 
subject of Black Sea regional initiatives supported by the Union 
(see Annex 1). Yet, even after the new EU’s Black Sea Policy was 
unveiled, there remained several crucial questions demanding 
prompt answers from EU policy makers.  

First, the overarching Black Sea policy aimed to put together an 
extremely heterogeneous group of countries and a mixture of EU’s 
own initiatives, policies, and formats. The question was how to pull 
together and effectively coordinate different expectations and 
inputs, already learnt lessons and recent bilateral initiatives within 
this new regional framework. Second, in contrast to the Barcelona 
Process and the Stability Pact that started de novo without any 
preexisting regional organizations, in the Black Sea region the EU 
was coming into the region with a number of homegrown regional 
initiatives, the most important being the Black Sea Economic 
Cooperation (BSEC) organization. Thus, the question to EU’s 
policy-makers was whether to use the BSEC as the institutional 
base to play the Black Sea Synergy initiative through it. Or to 
promote the Black Sea Synergy initiative within the framework of 
the ENP – just with the ENP states, without Russia and with limited 
involvement of Turkey? Or to choose «variable geometry» 
approachiii, allowing for different participation and institutional 
arrangements for each sector but nonetheless keeping a core group 
of states? 
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Organizations, Programs, and Initiatives 
in the Black Sea region: Some Examples 

 
The Black Sea region has been a region with a number of regional 

initiatives. The Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) organization, 
founded in 1992, represents the most inclusive framework of 
collaboration in the region and includes 12 states and 11 observers. It 
has created a comprehensive institutional structure – ministerial 
councils, a permanent secretariat (PERMIS), working group of senior 
officials and experts on sectoral topics, a development bank (BSTDB), a 
parliamentary assembly (PABSEC), and a policy research institute 
(ICBSS). Despite its well-developed institutional structure, the BSEC 
operational impact has so far been only limited, due to its arrangement 
as a broad forum for dialogue, the very limited financial resources made 
available to the organization, and other factors, including the usual 
competition, rather than cooperation, among the members of the 
organization.  

Nevertheless, the BSEC has caused other countries around the 
Black Sea to launch parallel initiatives in the region. Among the most 
important of these parallel initiatives is the GUAM (Georgia, Ukraine, 
Azerbaijan and Moldova, and Turkey and Latvia as observer states), 
created in 1996 by the presidents of Georgia, Ukraine, Azerbaijan. 
Moldova joined GUAM in 1997. In 2006, GUAM was formally 
institutionalized and re-baptized as the «Organization for Democracy 
and Economic Development» (ODED-GUAM). The Community of 
Democratic Choice (CDC), launched in 2005, in large part by countries 
from the Baltic and Black Sea regions (Estonia, FYROM, Georgia, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Romania, Slovenia, Ukraine), has a 
mandate to spread democracy and freedom from the Black to Baltic Sea 
regions.   

The European Union began its involvement in the Black Sea region 
in the 1990s, when it launched and participated in a number of regional 
projects and initiatives, such as the Black Sea Region Energy Center, 
the Baku Initiative, the Interstate Oil and Gas to Europe Pipelines 
(INOGATE), Transport Corridor Europe Caucasus Asia (TRACECA) 
project.  
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In the first half of 2008, when the implementation of the Black 

Sea Synergy (BSS) was already under way, some answers to these 
questions began to emerge:  

* Discussing institutional arrangements of the BSS, the 
Commission papers mentioned the possibility of the BSEC option 
(cooperation with all BSEC members, including Russia) or the 
ENP option (without involving Russia). By the beginning of 2008 
it became clear that the EU has decided to strengthen its relations 
with the BSEC, although without granting to this organization too 
big role in articulating the EU’s Black Sea Synergy. This position 
was confirmed during the first EU-Black Sea ministerial meeting 
on 14 February 2008 with a Joint Statement, welcoming the 
greater involvement of the European Union in Black Sea regional 
cooperation together with the EU decision to take up the role of 
observer in several BSEC working groups.  

* At the same time, it became clear that the BSS would be 
very closely linked up with the ENP, and the EU would use the 
ENP opportunities to promote rule of law and to encourage 
democratization process in the region. In addition, the EU has 
decided to bolster both the southern (with the «Union of 
Mediterranean» initiative of President Sarkozy) and the eastern 
(with the «Eastern Partnership» initiative of Poland and Sweden) 
domains of the ENP. Whilst in the south the EU readily hooked up 
with sub-regional cooperation bodies, in the east the ENP had 
been almost entirely built around bilateral relations between the 
EU and each of the ENP partners. Some observers argue that the 
neglect of inter-regionalism in the eastern domain of the ENP has 
long been a purposeful strategy on the part of the EU.iv With the 
Polish-Swedish initiative, put on track for formal agreement at 
June 2008 EU summit, this would be corrected to some extent 
since the Eastern Partnership has been designed to serve as an 
anchor for regional cooperation between eastern ENP countries 
(Moldova, Ukraine, and three South Caucasus countries). 
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* The Black Sea Synergy has been designed as a sector-based 
cooperation built upon ongoing sector-specific projects of the EU. 
From the very early days of the BSS, many analysts have been 
arguing that the scope of action planned for the BSS is wide but 
the means are modest. Therefore it is of crucial importance to 
choose priority sectors of policy considered most feasible for 
Black Sea cooperation. The choice of a limited number of 
priorities would help the EU regional projects to be better focused, 
as opposed to the extremely dispersed efforts of the BSEC. Yet, 
the Commission’s proposals remained highly eclectic and 
ambitious. 

 
The next stage in the EU Black Sea policy process was in June 

2008 when the Commission presented to the Council a report on 
progress achieved during the first year of the Black Sea Synergy 
initiative, with indications of how the various lines of concrete 
activity will be followed up. The Report highlighted the 
following:v

- Long-term, measurable objectives in areas such as 
environment, transport, energy or maritime safety should be set to 
mobilize efforts by BSS partners. 
- In each case a lead country or organization could be selected 
to coordinate actions to meet the objectives set. 
- Sectoral partnerships could be established to provide a 
framework for co-financing of projects involving some or all of 
the Black Sea Synergy partners. The successful experience of the 
Northern Dimension provides a useful example of how this could 
work. 
- To increase the involvement of civil society and people to 
people contacts, a Black Sea Civil Society Forum and an Institute 
of European Studies in the Black Sea could be established.  
- Belarus could be included in some BSS activities at technical 
level. 
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Five Days that Shook the Region 
 
The August events in and around South Ossetia – sparked by 

the seemingly local and seemingly «frozen» interethnic conflict – 
became a very painful «check-point» experience for almost all 
countries in the wider Black Sea – Caspian region. The events 
shook to their foundations existing cooperation & competition 
calculations in the region, and now any discussion of the future of 
region-building in the wider Black Sea area has to focus on the 
consequences of this Caucasus conflict and the possible ways to 
solve it.  

An extremely broad range of perspectives from which the 
conflict has been seen illustrates the complexities of the region 
that the EU has entered: 

 
First,  the tensions in the region – and  the conflict over South 

Ossetia in particular, – are often seen as having to do with hard 
security, balance-of-power thinking, and struggle for spheres of 
influence.   

Russian decision-makers are portrayed as having anchored 
their security and diplomatic practice in what may be labeled as 
traditional realist vision of international politics, the need for 
Russia to come back as a strong empire and to be more assertive 
in areas of its «privileged interests».  The United States are seen 
as having been drawn to the region to forward a policy aiming to 
reduce Russia’s influence, to secure regional allies, and to extend 
U.S. strategic reach into the Caspian region and the Inner Asia. 
Turkey is deemed to undergo a dramatic strategic reorientation, 
moving «away from a role within a larger multilateral Western 
alliance toward a more unilateral assertion as an aspiring regional 
power»vi and searching for strategic leverage with neighboring 
countries. From this perspective, the Ankara-sponsored Caucasus 
Pact – the  Caucasus Stability and Cooperation Platform (CSCP) – 
might be seen as the plan intended for both (re)stabilizing the 
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region and excluding «outside powers» from taking part in 
resolving the Caucasus regional problemsvii. There have been 
more additional tensions in the region coming from the possible 
NATO expansion to Georgia and Ukraine, the move which looks 
in the eyes of many Russian decision-makers like the confirmation 
of their worst fear of encirclement. The fear is that the U.S. and 
some other NATO members have decided to break up the 
strategic status quo in the Wider Caucasus Region, to bring the 
regional countries in U.S.-sponsored security system and thus 
guarantee the U.S. military presence in the South Caucasus – a 
strategic location in close proximity both to Russia and Iran. 
Moreover, there is growing concern that should Ukraine – the 
country with which Russia shares its historic naval base in 
Sevastopol – decide to continue its drive to join NATO, the Black 
Sea region could face an even greater crisis. In this context, Iran is 
seen by some commentators as the only big winner of the current 
crisis in which it does not clearly choose sides but has been 
acquiring a new status as a country many in the region want to 
have on their side.viii

In short, advocates of this first approach are trying to persuade 
decision-makers that a new – and tougher - geopolitical game is 
beginning in the Wider Caucasus – Caspian Sea region and in 
Eurasia as a whole.  

 
A second widely-used approach for reading the current 

situation around the Baltic Sea is based on the geo-economics 
imagery. In short, the Black Sea region is seen as a complex 
overlay of various energy-related projects, and the current 
European and international concern over the region is explained 
by the ongoing harsh competition for energy resources and secure 
transportation routs for them. Some experts believe that the 
August 2008 clash between Russia and Georgia is at least in part 
exacerbated by a fight for control over the region's fossil fuel 
wealth. Proponents of this approach claim that the «Great Saga of 
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Caspian hydrocarbon reserves» continues, and many actors have 
serious stakes in this energy security game. Turkey’s goal has 
been to turn the country into a major energy transit hub, through 
which the Caspian fuel would be transported to the EU and other 
markets, and thus be an energy conduit alternative to Russia. At 
the same time, Russia supplies a considerable amount of gas and 
oil to Turkey, and that is why Turkey will be looking for suitable 
compromises with Moscow over energy projects – to 
accommodate some Russia’s interests in the Caucasus. Russian 
policies in the region are seen as being driven largely by energy 
and economic considerations, and therefore the Russian behavior 
in August 2008 is understood as Moscow’s attempt to through 
doubt on the security of any energy supply routs bypassing 
Russia. The European and U.S. interest in Georgia is primarily 
explained by the fact that this country has been almost a needle-
eye for the pipelines bypassing Russia. Thus, engaging Georgia 
and other Caucasus and Black Sea countries is crucial to many 
actors’ ambitions to construct multiple oil and gas pipelines 
traversing the «Caucasus transit corridor» and bringing Caspian 
hydrocarbons to the European and world markets. To further 
complicate the picture, it has been argued that the Caucasus crisis 
has once again confirmed that energy policy cannot be separated 
from the security policy in this region.  

 
Third, although the debate about how hard security and energy 

calculations overlap in the wider Black Sea - Caspian region has 
been particularly pronounced, it does not completely overshadow 
one more, value-based interpretation of the August 2008 events. 
Supporters of this third approach insist that ideology and 
conflicting world views have been a major source of the August 
2008 hostilities, and that the clash between democracy and 
authoritarianism was at the heart of the crisis. The Russia’s 
involvement in the events is often portrayed as the attempt to 
overthrow a democratically elected Georgian government and to 
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punish and ruin the country which has launched a series of EU-
inspired reforms. It seems that President Saakashvili’s decision to 
portray Russia as anti-democratic, anti-European and anti-EU 
country was a well-calculated move. After Georgia’s Rose 
Revolution, both the United States and the European Union had 
been playing a crucial role in supporting Saakashvili’s efforts at 
reform as well as Georgia’s aspirations to move closer to the 
Euro-Atlantic institutions. But there came a point when many 
Europeans started questioning Georgia’s credentials as a «beacon 
of democracy and Europeanizaton» in the wider Black Sea – 
Caspian region. Georgia’s failure to secure a NATO Membership 
Action Plain at the NATO Bucharest Summit in April 2008 
clearly demonstrated growing concerns about Georgia in some 
European countries. Saakashvili needed – and got – the «CNN 
effect» to spotlight Georgia as a democratic and European nation 
repelling a dangerous act of Russian aggression and thus to appeal 
to European sympathies for Georgia. In its turn, the Russian 
government had been offering the public humanitarian slogans, 
reinforced by around-the-clock reporting on the humanitarian 
catastrophe in South Ossetia as a result of the Georgian attack. In 
addition, Moscow’s rhetoric suggests a consistent effort to depict 
Mikheil Saakashvili as a totally irresponsible and adventurous 
person who nonetheless had the United States’ unconditional 
support and military assistance. It seems that Russia has hardly 
succeeded in communicating this message to the European public.  

But what is important to note is that the ways the August crisis 
rhetoric was constructed illustrate that the Black Sea region has 
been the a region where keenly contested symbolic battles still 
rage over the multitude of notions, including Europeaness, 
democracy, economic and cultural imperialism, subjugation, to 
list just few. 

 
Forth, Georgia’s decision to deploy its military to take control 

of South Ossetia has escalated just two out of many conflicts in 
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the region. There is ethno-political poison in the Black Sea area 
stemming from the frozen conflicts and ethnic tensions, which 
involve every Black Sea country in one way or another. In August 
2008, two of the Caucasus «frozen» conflicts – the South Ossetia 
and the Abkazia conflicts - became finally «defrosted», but 
relations between Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Turkey are still 
troubled by the «frozen» Nagorno Karabach conflict, and between 
Moldova, Ukraine and Russia by the «frozen» Transnistria 
conflict.  

The human consequences of the conflicts in the region have 
been serious. Exact figures for the number of persons died or 
displaced because of these events have long been disputed. It is 
not surprising, given the political significance of these figures and 
the varied agenda of parties to conflicts.  

Yet, it is clear that many people have decided to leave the 
region since migration has become for them a survival strategy.ix 
Many of those who decided to stay have been pushed into poverty 
or become totally dependent on remittances of relatives living 
outside the region.   

The conflict dynamics has been sustained by the lack of trust 
between people in the region which is sometimes compared to the 
Tower of Babel. Moreover, as a consequence of the August crisis 
many grievances which dated back to the wars of the 1990s have 
been reinforced by new grievances and new personal tragedies. A 
vicious circle of deep mistrust has undermined many attempts to 
create effective public administration and local government – the 
institutions which might prevent or mitigate further conflicts.    

Divided by blockages and trade restrictions and with no self-
sustained economies of their own, many areas of the region have 
fallen behind in terms of their overall development, even if some 
stabilization had occurred before August 2008. Moreover, the 
recent conflict has inflicted additional heavy damage on many in 
the region. It costs Georgia damage (buildings, military and 
civilian infrastructure) estimated to exceed 10 percent of Georgian 
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GDP (around $1 billion).x There are speculations that the very 
same conflict has inflicted even heavier damage on tiny South 
Ossetia, estimated to exceed some $4.1 billion, nearly four times 
as much as Georgia has lost.xi It is clear that in the near future 
newly recognized republic of South Ossetia will totally depend on 
outside funding. Armenia, heavily dependent on Georgian 
territory for its import and export operations since Turkey 
imposed blockage on Armenia to support Azerbaijan in the 
Nagorno Karabakh issue, also suffered from the disruptions in the 
transportation networks cased by the August clashes between 
Georgia and Russia: the Armenian government estimated the total 
damage inflicted on Armenia’s economy at $670 million.xii  

Many observers predict more losses for the region arguing that 
in the aftermath of the August conflict – and in times of the 
ongoing financial crisis – hardly anyone would invest money in 
new projects associated with the Caucasus.   

 
EU’s Black Sea Policy: Looking ahead 
 
The «guns of August» put many of the relations between 

Black Sea states under the additional strain. The August conflict 
has reignited the debate on the role of the EU in the region. But 
the August events also clearly demonstrated that the EU does 
consider itself and is seen by others as a member of the Black Sea 
regional community.  

Certainly, the EU shares some responsibility for August 2008.  
It could be criticized from a number of perspectives. First, the EU 
put concern for conflict resolution into the BSS documents, but its 
actual involvement in mediation efforts in the four frozen conflicts 
in the region had long been very low profile. The main exception 
was in the case of Transnistria, where the EU has joined the official 
negotiation table in so-called 5+2 format. Second, in the weeks 
leading up to 7 August, while the military build-up continued and 
warning bells sounded, the EU failed to prevent the crisis from 
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escalating into all-out conflict, despite constant talk about conflict 
prevention. 

With the agreement of 12 August, however, it was the EU – 
and its French presidency – that took a role of the principal 
diplomatic broker in the conflict, engaged in frantic shuttle 
diplomacy between Moscow and Tbilisi, first to reach the 
ceasefire accord and afterwards to bring the parties to talks. The 
EU called emergency summit – the first such meeting in six years 
– on several issues: (1) on prospects of EU’s relations with 
Russia, (2) on the future of EU’s policy toward the Black Sea 
region, (3) on aid to those suffered because of the conflict. 

 
(1) Over the months after the summit, it becomes clear that 

instead of sanctioning and isolating Russia – measures being 
advocated by quite many politicians – the EU has decided to 
choose a more nuanced approach. Such a path back from the 
conflict will be a difficult one for all actors involved. For the EU, 
the next year is likely to be characterized by much less activism 
on the international scene. Very few expect that the next 
Presidency will easily catch up with the unprecedented level of 
activism set up by the French. With the end of the terms of both 
the European Parliament and Barroso Commission so near, EU 
institutions will be likely preoccupied with the tricky task of 
salvaging the Lisbon treaty. And the threat of a global economic 
«recessionary spiral» will certainly absorb much attention and 
time of EU policy-makers.  However, the EU will have to find 
prompt answers to many fundamental questions on matters 
regarding the security of the entire European continent. For the 
EU, it will require adopting a long-term and much more coherent 
strategy for promoting inclusive European security and 
responding to the recent Russian initiative advocating a new pan-
European security architecture. This, in its turn, will require the 
EU to check whether its European Security Strategy (ESS), 
adopted in 2003, has become outdated or not. It will also require 
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the EU to start a real and profound dialogue with Russia and 
others neighbors about the new rules of the game as well about the 
use of force by the EU, Russia, or any other state in the common 
Russia-EU neighborhood. Finally, it will require the EU to start 
discussions with the U.S., Russia and all European countries about 
if and how Georgia could be rehabilitated and Ukraine could be 
secure outside of the NATO framework.  

 
(2) It also becomes clear that the EU has decided to strengthen 

its Black Sea policy. The EU’s strong intention is to step up its 
relations with neighbors in the Black Sea area through the ENP. 
Yet, the Black Sea region contains several countries – Ukraine, 
Moldova and Georgia especially – that are deeply disappointed at 
not being granted a «membership perspective» by the EU. 
Therefore, the task for the EU is to offer them kind of 
compensatory mega-incentive to converge on the EU’s political 
values and economic structures, norms and standards. It is the 
Eastern Partnership that is designed to add energy and coherence 
to EU’s relations with its Eastern neighborhood states as well as to 
the relations between the neighbors themselves. 

On December 3 the European Commission publicized its 
Eastern Partnership (EaP) policy documents: the fifteen-page 
Communication to the Council,xiii accompanied by another twelve 
pages describing potential subjects for work and possible 
initiatives with the six eastern ENP partners. This newest EU 
policy proposes signing an upgraded version of agreements – 
«Association Agreement» with 5(6) ENP partners (Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine (and Belarus) in the next 
few years, which once again would acknowledge the European 
identity and aspirations of these countries (yet, again without 
granting a clear «membership perspective» xiv). Although it may 
have disappointed many in the region by not promising them a 
«membership perspective», the EaP contains several new 
dimensions compared to ENP.  The EaP documents confirm that 
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the EU has now embarked on a policy of negotiating «deep free 
trade» agreements with all the Eastern neighborhood states. This 
policy aims at establishing «a single deep and comprehensive Free 
Trade Area, providing the basis for the development of a common 
internal market», resembling the European Economic Area (EEA). 
This naturally leads to the idea that at some stage the six states 
will be required take over the entire acquis communautaire. The 
EaP also provides clear and detailed suggestions as to how to 
deepen the energy cooperation with the Eastern ENP countries. 
The EaP presents itself explicitly as a political message of EU 
solidarity, and advocates for making the multilateral track  of 
regional cooperation is considerably more political than in the 
previous, largely technical ENP documentsxv. The Eastern 
Partnership is also aimed to create visa free travel in the long-term 
as well as to raise the EU’s spending in the region – to €350 
million extra up to 2013, with «consideration» of more funds in 
the next EU budget. 

 
(3) It is not clear yet if and how the EU will use its new ENP-

EaP instruments to solve the current Caucasus conflict and the 
two still frozen conflicts in Nagorno Karabakh and Transnistria. 
There are some voices advocating for EU’s direct, although 
without political recognition, contacts with South Ossetia and 
Abkhazia. The main argument put forward is that while South 
Ossetia and Abkhazia have realized their dream of being 
recognized as independent states, their future does not look bright. 
They are unlikely to be recognized by many countries; 
international organizations will be unable to operate in the 
republics, as the legality of such operations could be question, and 
therefore South Ossetia and Abkhazia may follow the example of 
North Cyprus.xvi Thus, the EU should find ways to cooperate 
directly with Tskhinvali and Sukhumi in order to help them to 
overcome their isolation and overdependence on Russia. 
Certainly, such a strategy of direct engagement with South Ossetia 
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and Abkhazia would require admitting that, after the events of 
August 2008, Tbilisi’s claim of territorial integrity have turned 
into mere rhetoric. Certainly, such direct contacts may be blocked, 
although for very different reasons, by both Georgia and Russia. 
But the previous approach to resolving the conflicts has failed, 
and for the EU, which put forward the policy aiming to enhance 
security in the region, it is important to build up a new strategy 
and new formats that could create effective and neutral process for 
bringing reconciliation and peace into the Black Sea region. 

Having a more neutral format for rehabilitating the regions 
suffered from long-lasting conflicts is not some abstract concern, 
but one that has very real operational implications and needs fresh 
thinking about how to effectively use many of policy instruments 
currently at EU’s disposal. In the aftermath of August, the 
opportunity to engage the parties in pursuing cooperative projects 
is likely to be limited. Almost all issues in the region have been 
highly politicized. Nevertheless, new formats need to be found to 
start step-by-step post-conflict reconstruction. 

It is important to develop those regional initiatives which may 
bring together different categories of Black Sea regional actors. It 
is important to find ways to design and implement joint EU-
Russia initiatives for the Caucasus region, the region where nearly 
all conflicts in the South Caucasus are closely connected with 
conflicts in the North Caucasus and vice versa. It may be possible 
to launch and support joint projects at local level, where parties 
can in principle have similar objectives, and which can be 
effectively depoliticized. In addition to macro-projects, which the 
EU usually favors, there may be a series of EU-supported micro-
projects - for example, aiming to guarantee the secure return of 
internally displaced persons to their homes, aiming to solve local 
environmental problems, to effectively and efficiently deliver 
public services. 

__________________________________________________ 
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In the aftermath of the recent Caucasus conflict it becomes 
obvious that the Black Sea region presents a challenge for the EU. 
Many of regional actors lose rather than gain from the region’s 
important geopolitical position. The challenge for the EU is to 
gain rather than lose from entering this complex region. But it is 
also clear that the Black Sea region presents a test for the EU – for 
the EU’s ability to construct transformative and institutional 
regionalism not only for its member-states but also for close but 
troubled neighbors.  

 
 
Annex 1. 
 
The European Commission’s list of main cooperation areas for 

Black Sea regional initiatives 
«Black Sea Synergy – a New Regional Initiative», April 2007 

 
1. Democracy, respect for human rights and good governance. 
2. Managing migration, improving border management. 
3. More active political involvement in the frozen conflict. 
4. Energy supply diversification, legal and regulatory 

harmonization through the Baku Initiative, the ENP framework, 
and the EU-Russia Energy Dialogue. 

5. Transport corridors, support for a number of transport 
projects already identified, and regulatory harmonization in the 
sector. 

6. Environmental protection, with special reference to marine 
environmental problems. 

7. Black Sea maritime policy, aiming at job creation in the 
sector and increased safety of shipping. 

8. Fisheries, to ensure sustainable and responsible use of 
fisheries resources. 

9. Trade Policy, advocating approximation of trade-related 
policies on EU standards and WTO access for those Black Sea 
countries not yet there. 
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10. Research and education networks, providing high-speed 
connectivity between research and education communities, 
introducing on-line services, and promoting regulatory 
harmonization. 

11. Science & Technology dialogue. 
12. Employment and social affairs issues, such as fighting 

poverty and social exclusion, promoting integration of ethnic 
minorities.  

13. Regional development, with some financial support from 
the EU and using Bulgaria and Romania’s relevant experiences  
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